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SECTION 1
Building form, Systems, Planning and
Context

Section 1

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

Poseidon vs. Athena

In the story of how Athens got its name, the two deities Athena and Poseidon contested on top of the acropolis
for the patronage over the already affluent city. Poseidon spectacularly struck the rock with his trident, creating
a salt water spring. Athena made a more modest effort by planting a seed, from which an olive tree would
sprout. Athena was proclaimed the victor and thereby the protecting deity of the city, giving it the name Athens. But even though Athena was proclaimed the victor, the sea, and therefore Poseidon remained an important
source of wealth for the city, even building a walled access from the centre of Athens to the Piraeus port.
This trade-off between the god Athena and Poseidon can be seen as a symbol for the exchange between personal
values, represented by the god wisdom on the one side, and personal gain, personified by the god of trade. This
trade-off is a constant pattern in society, and currently very visible in Greece, exemplified by the privatisation
of the Piraeus port, against the very strict immigration policy, forcing 15000 refugees to live in dire conditions
within the camps of the Greek islands off the coast of Turkey.
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1.2 SOCIAL CONTEXT

The Piraeus port is the most important port of Greece, and has been
since the Athenian general Themistocles made it the base of the
Athenian fleet in 483BC, after which it defeated the Persian fleet in
480 BC at the famous battle of Salamis. In the 20th century shipping
magnates such as Aristoteles Onassis made the port the paragon of the
Greek prosperity. Now it has become a place where the issues of Greek
society have become painfully visible: economic crisis, refugees, strikes,
pressure from the EU and the IMF, economic and political expansion
of China.
Thousands of refugees reside on the island of Samos, whilst provisions
were only put in place for 700 people. There is a severe shortage of
doctors, lawyers and interpreters. Over 7000 refugees reside at the
refugee camp Moria with a capacity of 2000, resulting in terrible living
conditions. Travelling onwards towards the mainland is impossible,
because EU countries do not take in the many refugees residing in
Piraeus and Athens, regardless of the made agreements. Because of the
strict border policy more than 4000 refugees are sheltered here in halls
or tents. Permit holders are assigned containers, freezing cold in winter,
boiling hot in summer. Their children receive segregated refugee-education: they go to school for three hours, in order to avoid that they
come in contact with Greek children.
Even though many refugees from Syria have a high education level,
this is hardly utilised in this problematic situation. Farish Noor, a professor in International Politics, describes how refugees are only being
regarded as invaders and parasites, and not as people with a life of their
own, since they do not meet the all-dominating market demand. He
states that we are in fact all migrants. But in Europe this awareness is
lacking, and thus according to EU-rules the refugees staying in Piraeus
have to leave Greece within 6 months. Regretfully only a handful of
countries take them in a few at a time. On the 31st of March 2019
the final date of residence ended, and the refugees started a desperate
journey to the northern border of Greece.
Many of them own a smartphone, which they use for communication,
navigation and translation. This is their crucial source of information
for their migration decision-making. Through social media they have
access to a diversification of available information on immigration
routes and destinations. This enables them to develop “smart” strategies and makes them much less dependent on smugglers. But this
cannot prevent that they are put on buses and sent back to Piraeus.
No-one knows what the next step is in resolving these issues. Whilst
43 million tourists will visit Athens over summer, around 16,000
refugees will still be stuck in Piraeus. At the geographical centre of
these problems is the University of Piraeus, which with the support of
the European Commission offers the Online Linguistic Course (OLS),
to the benefit of some 100,000 refugees, taking part over the course of
three years on a free and voluntary basis. This provides an opportunity
for refugees to acquire skills and learn a language, facilitating their
integration into the European educational system.

Refugees at the Port of Piraeus1
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Meanwhile on an economic level an entirely different development
takes place within the port of Piraeus. The EU also plays a significant
role in this. In order to receive financial support from the EU, Greece
had to conform to the requirements set by the EU and the IMF by
privatising the trade port of Piraeus. Because of this the Chinese state
owned shipping Company COSCO was able to buy 51% of the shares
for 280 million. Piraeus became the “dragon head” of the Chinese
new silk road project. That this is not solely a financial action but also
a political one with probably far-reaching consequences is shown by
the fact that Chinese companies have by now acquired major shares in
almost all major ports of Europe. According to Thorsten Benner of the
Global Public Policy institute in Berlin China has three goals: disrupting the western unity, economically exploit Europe for their own ends,
and internationally pushing the Chinese political and economic system
as an alternative of liberal democracy. An illustration of this is the fact
that the previous British prime minister David Cameron works for a
British-Chinese investment fund.
Since COSCO’s takeover Piraeus has globally become the fastest
growing shipping port. But the takeover leads to sever social disruption, especially amongst the dock workers. The working conditions are
abominable. Dockworkers lose their permanent contracts and are only
able to get flexible contracts. Control on safety is hardly asserted. There
are 12-hour shifts with a daily loan of €40, often without the right for
a food break of 30 minutes. Even though the cargo volume quadrupled since 2010, the dock workers wages have not increased since they
dropped from €1500 per month to €600 after the financial crisis. On
the 30th of May 2018 this led to a major strike of the dockworkers, for
the first time in almost 90 years, after which Cosco agreed to negotiations, but the right on retirement benefits has still not been returned
to them.

The houses around the Piraeus shipping port
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1.3 SITE
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Opposite of the Shipping and across the major road leading to the
centre of Piraeus lies a steep hill. The lowest part of this hill is a vast
industrial site with various crude oil storage barrels. Effectively it is
split into three separate plots by the roads leading up the hill. North of
the industrial site there are many single or double height dwellings.

The Piraues Container Terminals have a total capacity of 6.7 million TEU containers. The largest and central terminal shown on the
left alone has a total capacity of 3 million. The port has a monthly
throughput of 374 thousand containers.
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Show Content
If one points at a container
with the cursor, this container turns red, showing
it’s contents in the top left
corner of the screen. The
contents are determined
by if the container is outbound or inbound, based
on the top 10 export and
import products of Greece
respectively.

Truck Offloading Loading
Trucks bringing in containers come from the top
left. After dropping off the
containers the trucks are
shown being empty. The
lines originate from the
drop off point, leading to
the new stack locations.
After offloading the containers, the trucks pick up
new ones a bit further to
the right. Lines indicating
that containers are being
removed from the stack are
less bright.
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the ship.
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Groups and Multithreading
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Modern computers often have hundreds of
different processes running at the same time,
called threads. Each core in a processor can
however only process one thread at a time. So
in order to give the user a fluent experience the
processor switches between threads, processing
one part of each thread at a time.
This simulation of a shipping port uses this
technique to dictate the movement of containers. There are 13 different container groups,
with each their own colour, thread. In this way
the computer running the simulation decides
when to switch to processing a different group.
A group can have two different global activities:
inbound and outbound. If a group is outbound
containers arrive from land until the group
is full, after which the containers are loaded
onto an empty ship. If it is inbound the group
requests a ship with containers, offloads these
containers onto stacks after which they are
dispersed over land.

Stack Section
Pointing at a stack will pop
up a section of that stack.
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Modern container ports are becoming increasingly more automated,
with driverless lorry’s transporting the containers between the stacks.
The configuration and movement of the containers is decided by computer algorithms, similar to that of an Amazon warehouse. Placement
decisions are based on various factors such as destination, weight and
contents. This results in a largely automated real life example of a
dynamic three dimensional landscape.
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1.4 CASE STUDY

When a container arrives at a port an algorithm
is followed to determine it’s placement within
the container stacks. This decision is based on
various aspects like destination, weight and
contents.
In this simulation two characteristics determine
the stack in which the container is placed, if the
container is empty or not, and it’s group.
The algorithm is as follows:
- First it is checked whether the container is
empty or not, if it is it is put on the empty
stack
- Then the group is checked, and if the group
has a current stack that is not full the container
is placed on that stack. Otherwise a new stack
for that group is determined.
- If there is an empty stack, that stack will be
used, a non full stack with minimal number of
groups will be used.

The empty stack is where all empty containers
are placed. 20% of all shipping containers
used worldwide are empty. Since these can be
stacked higher, up to 7 on top of each other,
and there is no difference in their contents the
placement of these is far less complicated and
often more condensed. But since each company
servicing the port owns their own containers,
there is still a distinction being made between
the empty containers.
There is however a large redundancy since there
is a rather high lower threshold of how many
empty containers are always present, as can be
seen in the diagram above.
If the standardisation of containers, as has
been done with the measurements, would be
extended further in the sense that companies
no longer own their own containers, but simply
own the right to use a number of containers,
the redundant containers could be used for
other purposes.
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Dock Axon
To view the entire dock in
axonometric projection, the
user can point at the icon
at the bottom of the screen.
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Application to the built environment
Reflection

Dynamic Spatial Generation

General description
The simulation shown previously can be described in an architectural
manner, and in computational terms. The value of this simulation is
to analyse a spatial organisational system that is being used in practice.
Whilst there have been many speculations of generative and dynamic
architecture, thus far the real life implications are limited. Therefore
as with many other technical advances in the field of architecture it is
worth looking at other industries where this principle has already been
implemented. Another example of such a system is the way warehouses
of Amazon are organised, but in the context of trade and Athens, the
Piraeus port is a more closely related example.
In all major shipping ports worldwide the organisation of shipping
containers is being determined by algorithms, giving instructions to
automated vehicles in the port, and human employees.

Black Box
Work with scale.

Recursive

Graph

Define optimisation of relationships between buildings, and circulation space.

Rule Based

Architectural definition
Architecturally this model is of interest since it represents an existing
method of organising a continuously changing landscape of independent volumes.

Define a rule based system. Within the borders of this
system the program decides randomly what to do.
Dynamic generator.

Computational definition
In computational sense this model is established by letting 13 different
threads run at the same time, creating a randomised simulation within
informed parameters, that is regulated by the processor of the computer the simulation runs on.

Possibility of studying precedents to inform decisions.
Large chance of it becoming a gimmick. Mostly mentioned for completeness.

AI

From algorithm to built environment
In order to translate these principles into a project within the built
environment first various input sources have to be identified, which are
then passed to the “Black box”, which then computes a spatial output,
in terms of placement, internal relations and scale. Some of these
inputs could be location, user defined spaces, economy or social media.
The first exploration in making this transition was by looking at how
scale and rigidity could be linked to a recursive algorithm. First a large
scale grid is defined, which is then occupied by a certain rule set, then
the volumes will in turn be split into smaller grids, to then once again
be occupied at a smaller scale.
The idea behind this is that there will be one overall approach to the
generative process, but at different scales, the deciding factors will be
adjusted to the relevant parameters of that scale.

1

2

{
Rigidity

{
{

3

3rd recursion

2nd recursion

1st recursion

Scale
Moves frequently, temporary space, mostly computer generated.
Sporadically adjusts to current requirements, mix of
design and computation.
Almost permanent to completely permanent structures, mostly manually designed.
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1.5 PROGRAMME AND
METHOD
University of West Attica Campus
The University of West Attica was founded in 2018, by the merger of
the Technological Educational Institute of Athens and the Technological Educational Institute of Piraeus. It consists of twenty six departments, which were formerly part of the 6 different faculties of the TEI
of Athens and 2 faculties of the TEI of Piraeus. In total the university
has around 25 thousand students, of which 20 thousand undergraduates and 5 thousand postgraduates.
The remarkable thing about this new university is that its website is
almost completely empty, except for two links to its two different campuses. These links refer to the old websites of the TEI of Athens and
the TEI of Piraeus. This makes it seem like the university is a merger in
name only, where in reality students are still part of one university or
the other.
UNIWA’s empty university website: http://www.uniwa.gr/en/home-page/

Campus 1, previously the campus of Athens University of Applied Sciences

Campus 2, previously the campus of Piraeus University of Applied Sciences

Programme concept
The building programme is to design a shared campus for the University of West Attica. Besides aiming to unify the two merged universities
the campus will aim to fulfil two more roles.
The first aim is to employ educated refugees, offering them a learning
environment to study the Greek language, encouraging integration,
whilst in return they are given a chance to teach others in their personal fields of expertise.
Research amongst Syrian refugees has shown that asylum migrants
often utilise smart-phones to access information on migration through
social media. Generally they prefer this information, which originates
from existing social ties and personal experiences over that of official
news channels. This information then forms an informing factor for
them to decide which country to migrate to and where to search for a
new home.

Total number of refugees
currently in the refugee
camps off the coast of
Turkey
Number of refugees that
have a University degree or
higher

15,000

1800

It is the aim of the project to incorporate the principle of utilising new
media to inform spatial configurations within the university campus,
making it adaptable to the current needs of the students. On the other
hand the more static faculty libraries will be informed by traditional
media, in the form of its book collection.
The second aim is to employ the dock workers expertise in handling
a dynamic landscape in order to facilitate the continuous spatial
adjustments of the university campus. In this way competition will be
created by a public institution and the privatised shipping port. Hopefully this will provide the dock workers to negotiate better working
conditions and an increase in full time contracts.
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1.6 UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
DEVELOPMENT
Engineering

Business and
Economics

Management and Health and Caring Fine Arts and
Economics
Professions
Design

Technological
Applications

Food technology
and Nutrition

Postgraduate
studies

406

239

323
227
287
221
435

Tweets
determine
faculty
radius,

The space between
the libraries forms
an open plan study
landscape.

Faculty Libraries
form the nodes
of the vectorfield.

Each panel follows
the direction determined by the vectorfield
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Campus Description

Primary structural column supporting the roof structure

The overall campus consists of the 8 faculties previously housed in
the two different campuses. At the centre of each faculty zone sits the
faculty library. Dependent on the number of tweets directed at each
faculty the radius of that faculty is determined. These radii inform
a vector-field within the overall campus building. This vector field
dictates the orientation of the wall panels, creating changing pathways
leading to the different faculty libraries, whilst offering open plan
study spaces on either side of the walls.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Along the long axis of the building two levelled access pathways of
7.2m wide are created for general vehicle access through the building,
as well as fire engine access.

For each panel the angle α follows the formula:
α = (Σn{1/(r/d)*β})/n
where:
α

n
d
r
β

=
=
=
=

number of libraries
distance to a library
radius of that library
angle from o to the library

Thinner secondary sliding panel, manually moved by the occupants.

36

00

mm

Individual workspaces following the orientation of the wall panels,
with a minimum of 1800mm floor space in front of the wall.
Each floor panel is 3600 x 3600 mm, with the steps following the
natural slope of the site.
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1.7 FACULTY LIBRARY
DEVELOPMENT
Objects

1
2
1
2
3
4
5

import random, string, math

•
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
•
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

38
39
40
41
42

from geometries import Point, Line, Face, Box

2
3

from shelves import *
from shelvingUnits import *

4
from geometries import Point, Line, Face,1 Boximport pygame, sys, random, time
5 from pillars import *
2 from geometries import Point, Line, Face, 6Boximport numpy as np
3 import numpy as np
7 import copy
4 import copy
8 import random, string, math
5 import random, string, math
9 from collections import deque
6 from collections import deque
from collections import deque
10 from shapely.geometry import LineString

4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5

import pygame, sys, random, time

import pygame, sys, random, time

1 import pygame, sys, random, time
1 import time, random, datetime, pygame
1 Box
import pygame, sys, random, time
from geometries import Point, Line, Face,2 Boxfrom geometries import Point, Line, Face,
2 from threading import Thread
2 from geometries import Point, Line, Face, 3Box from geometries import Point, Line, Face, Box
from shelves import *
3 from shelves import *
3 from shelves import *
from shelvingUnits import *
4 from shelvingUnits import *
4 from shelves import *
4 from shelvingUnits import *
from pillars import *
5 from pillars import *
5 from shelvingClusters import *
5 from pillars import *
import numpy as np
6 import numpy as np
6 from shelvingUnits import *
6 import numpy as np
import copy
7 import copy
7 from books import Book, BookCollection

7
from geometries import Point, Line, Face,8 Box
import random, string, math
8
import numpy as np
9 from collections import deque
9
import copy
10 from shapely.geometry import LineString 10
import random, string, math
11 from floorBoard import *
11

import random, string, math

7

8
from collections import deque
from shapely.geometry import LineString 9
10
from floorBoard import *

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

import copy

import random, string, math
from collections import deque
from shapely.geometry import LineString

8
9
10
11

from geometries import *

8

7

from export import *
from wallPanel import *

class Book:

8

35
36
37

7

import pygame, sys, random, time

2
3

from stairs import *
11
11
6
12
12
12
8 class ShelvingColumn:
9 class Shelf:
12 class Walkway:
12 class FloorBoard:
7 class Pillars:
13 class Stairs:
13 class WallPanels:
13 class ClusterCreator:
9
def __init__(self, hierarchy, origin,
dir,
10
def __init__(self,
books):
13orientation,
def __init__(self,
col, walkWidth, height,
pWalkway,
v):
def __init__(self, colour, origin, width,
height,
depth,
def __init__(self, name, colour, origin,
width,
depth,
8
def __init__(self,
collections):
14
def __init__(self, clusterCreator, width,
14
depth,
def __init__(self,
height):
clusterCreator, 13
width, depth,
14
def __init__(self,
n, envelopes, origin, orientation,
•
11
self.colour = pygame.Color(200, 200,
200)shelfLevels):
14
self.walkWidth = walkWidth
orientation, floor):
•
height, orientation):
9
self.collections = collections 15
self.clusterCreator = clusterCreator
•
•
maxSteps):
size, i, shelfLevels):
10
self.origin = origin
12
self.width = 0
15
self.pWalkway = pWalkway
14
self.colour = colour
if name == None:
10
self.walkways = []
16
self.width = width
15
self.clusterCreator = clusterCreator
15
self.n = n
11
self.dir
=
dir
13
self.highestBook
=
0
16
self.height = height
15
self.origin = origin
self.name = random.choice(string.ascii_letters)
11
self.pillars = self.getPillars()17
self.depth = depth
16
self.width = width
16
self.i = i
12
self.width = 0
14
self.height = 20
17
self.col = col
16
self.width = width
else:
12
self.floorHeights = self.getFloorHeights()
18
self.height = height
17
self.depth = depth
17
self.envelopes = envelopes
13
self.height = 0
15
self.depth = 200
18
self.orientation = col.orientation
17
self.height = height
self.name = name
13
self.envelopes = self.getEnvelopes()
19
self.clusters = self.clusterCreator.clusters
18
self.clusters = self.clusterCreator.clusters
18
self.clusters = []
14
self.depth = 0
16
self.orientation = books[0].orientation
19
self.v = v
18
self.depth = depth
self.colour = colour
14
20
self.floors = self.clusterCreator.n
19
self.floors = self.clusterCreator.n
19
self.size = size
15
self.box
=
None
17
self.walls
=
[]
20
self.pA
=
col.box.pA.translated(0,0,-100)
19
self.orientation =
self.origin = origin
15
def extendPillars(self):
21
self.stairs = []
20
self.panels = []
20
self.otherClusters = []
16
self.orientation
=
18
bookDeq = deque()
21
self.pB = col.box.pB.translated(0,0,-100)
•
self.convertOrientation(orientation)
self.width = width
16
pillars = []
22
21
self.maxSteps = maxSteps
21
self.origin = origin
•
self.convertOrientation(orientation)
19
for b in books:
22
self.pC = col.box.pC.translated(self.walkWidth
20
self.box = self.getBox()
self.height = height
17
for* f- in range(len(self.floorHeights)-1):
23
def makeStairs(self):
22
self.oneFloorNr = 0
22
self.orientation = orientation
17
self.shelves = []
20
b.orientation = self.orientation
•
col.orientation[1],
21
self.floor = floor
self.depth = depth
18
lengthenPillars = []
24
for n in range(self.floors):
23
23
#self.floorHeight = floorHeight
18
self.hierarchy = hierarchy
21
r = random.randint(0,1)
23
self.walkWidth
22
self.orientation =
19 *
for p in self.pillars[f]:
25
cluster = self.clusters[n] 24
def initiatePanels(self):
24
self.shelfLevels = shelfLevels
19
self.colour
=
pygame.Color(200,
200,
200)
22
if
r
==
0:
•
col.orientation[0],
23
def getBox(self):
self.convertOrientation(orientation)
20
p.height += 100
26
staircase = []
25
for n in range(self.floors):
25
self.walkWidth = 1200
20
self.walls
=
None
23
bookDeq.appendleft(b)
24
self.walkWidth
24
a = self.origin
self.box = self.getBox()
21 *
if not
27
floorheight = cluster.floorHeight
26
envelope = self.clusterCreator.envelopes[n][0]
26
self.wallPanels = None
21
self.maxLevels = shelfLevels
24
else:
•
col.orientation[2]
- 100)
25
= a.translated(self.width * self.orientation[0],
•
(self.walkwayCollision(self.walkways[f+1],
28
col = cluster.shelfColumns[-1]
27
height = self.clusters[n].floorHeight
+ b100
27
22
self.bannedDirs = []
25
bookDeq.append(b)
25
self.pD = col.box.pD.translated(self.walkWidth
* - p) or
26 - 100
self.width * self.orientation[1],
def getBox(self):
•
29
col.width = self.width
28
z = self.clusters[n].origin.z
28
def create(self):
23
26
self.width += b.width
•
col.orientation[1],
27
self.width
*
self.orientation[2])
a = self.origin
•
self.envelopeCollision(self.envelopes[f+1],
30
col.getBox()
29
lines = envelope.getLines()
29
prevCollection = None
24
def convertOrientation(self, d):
27
if b.height > self.highestBook:
26
self.walkWidth
28
d = a.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
b = a.translated(self.width * self.orientation[0],
• *
p)):
31
walkway = Step(col.box.colour,
30
oneFloorNr = 0
30
for i in range(self.n):
25
l = math.sqrt(d[0]**2 + d[1]**2) •
28
self.highestBook = b.height
col.orientation[0],
29
self.depth * self.orientation[0],
self.width * self.orientation[1],
22
lengthenPillars.append(p)
col.box.pB.translated(0,0,-100),
•
31
for x in lines:
31
books = BookCollection(2**self.size)
return [d[0]/l, d[1]/l, 0]
29
bookDeq[0].moveTo(Point(0,0,0)) 26
27
self.walkWidth
30
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
self.width * self.orientation[2])
23 *
for p in pillars:
32
self.depth, 100, self.depth,
32
l = Line(None, Point(x[0][0],
x[0][1], 0),
32
shelves = []
30
for i in range(1, len(bookDeq)):27
col.orientation[2]
- 100)
•
c = b.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
d = a.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
24
if not
col.orientation)
•
•
Point(x[1][0], x[1][1],31
0))
33
start = self.origin
28
def
getBox(self):
31
bookDeq[i].moveTo(copy.deepcopy(bookDeq[i28
self.box
=
Box(pygame.Color(0,
0,
255),
self.pA,
32
self.depth
*
self.orientation[0],
self.depth * self.orientation[0],
•
(self.walkwayCollision(self.walkways[f+1],
33
staircase.append(walkway)
33
row = []
34
startOrientation = self.orientation
29
if
self.height
==
0
and
self.depth
==
0
and
•
1].box.pB))
•
self.pB, self.pC, self.pD, 100) •
33
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
p) or
34
while ((len(staircase)-1) * 34
self.height <
oX = l.pointB.x - l.pointA.x
35
for b in range(2**(self.size-5)):
self.width ==0:
•
32
self.books = bookDeq
29
self.pillar = []
34
c = b.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
•
self.envelopeCollision(self.envelopes[f+1],
•
36
floorheight - self.height): 35
oY = l.pointB.y - l.pointA.y
set = books.books[b*32:b*32+32]
30
for s in self.shelves:
33
self.origin = bookDeq[0].origin.translated(0,0,30
self.finaliseWalkway()
35
box = Box(self.colour, a, b, c, d,
self.depth * self.orientation[0],
•
p)):
35
36
37 self.height)
staircase.append(Step(col.box.colour,
oZ = l.pointB.z - l.pointA.z
shelves.append(Shelf(set))
self.height += s.highestBook
+ s.height
31
•
self.height)
31
return
36
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
25
lengthenPillars.append(p)
staircase[outward = self.convertOrientation([oY,
-oX,box
if i > 0:
•
37
38
if s.depth > self.depth: 32
32
34
self.box = self.getBox()
def getBox(self):
37
pillars = []
26
1].box.pB.translated(0,0,staircase[oZ])
prevCollection = self.clusters[i-1]
•
•
39
self.depth
=
s.depth
33
wallWidth
=
20
35
self.box = Box(pygame.Color(0, 0,
33
def move(self,
x, y, z):
38
box = Box(self.colour, a, b, c, d, self.height)
27 255), self.pA, for p in lengthenPillars:
1].height),
inward = self.convertOrientation([oY,
oX,
start = prevCollection.shelfColumns[•
38
40
if s.width > self.width: •
34
self.walls.append(Wall(self.box.pA.translated(0,0,sel
36
self.pB, self.pC, self.pD, 100) 28
self.origin.move(x, y, z)
39
return box
p.height += (self.floorHeights[f+1]
self.width, self.height,
self.depth, oZ])
1].box.pB.translated(0,0,
36
•
•
self.width = s.width 34
35
f.height), wallWidth,
•
self.box = self.getBox(self.depth)•
40 + oY**2 + oZ**2)
self.floorHeights[f])
•
col.orientation))
length = math.sqrt(oX**2
prevCollection.floorHeight + 100)
•
39
36
self.depth, self.highestBook,
37
def finaliseWalkway(self):
35
41
def move(self, x, y, z):
p.getBox()
29
staircase.append(Step(col.box.colour,
staircase[-nr = int(length/self.width)
startOrientation =
37
40
41
a
=
self.origin
37
self.orientation))
•
if
self.v
==
-1:
36
def moveTo(self, p):
42
self.origin.move(x, y, z)
pillars.append(p)
30
1].box.pB.translated(0,0,staircase[-1].height),
oneFloorNr += nr
prevCollection.shelfColumns[-1].orientation
•
41
•
b = a.translated(self.width * self.orientation[0],
38
self.walls.append(Wall(self.box.pB.translated(0,0,sel
38
dx = self.pWalkway.pC.x - self.pA.x
37
self.origin = p
43
self.box = self.getBox()
31
self.depth, self.height,
self.depth,
origin =
38
42
42
self.width * self.orientation[1],
39
f.height), wallWidth,
•
dy = self.pWalkway.pC.y - self.pA.y
38
self.box = self.getBox(self.depth)
44
def getPillars(self):
32
col.orientation))
l.pointA.translated(outward[0]*self.depth,
#multipleTracks
•
•
43
self.width * self.orientation[2])
40
self.depth, self.highestBook,
39
dz = self.pWalkway.pC.z - self.pA.z
39
45
def moveTo(self, p):
pillars = []
33
cluster.walkways = cluster.walkways[1:-1]
outward[1]*self.d
otherLeveledClusters = []
39
43
44
d = a.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
41
self.orientation))
•
self.pA = self.pA.translated(dx,
dy, dz) self.walkways = []
40
def translated(self, x, y, z):
46
self.origin = p
34
self.stairs.append(staircase)•
epth,
for c in self.otherClusters:
40
45
self.depth * self.orientation[0],
42
self.walls[0].moveOutAB()
40
self.pD = self.pD.translated(dx,
dy, dz) for c in self.collections:
41
a = copy.deepcopy(self)
47
self.box = self.getBox()
35
z)
if len(c.clusters) > i:
41
44
46
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
43
self.origin = self.walls[0].origin.translated(0,0,41
self.getBox()
42
a.move(x, y, z)
48
floorPillars = []
36
c = b.translated(self.depth * -self.orientation[1],
44
self.height)
•
def translated(self, x, y, z):
floorWalkways = []
37
self.depth * self.orientation[0],
45
self.width += wallWidth * 2
42
a = copy.deepcopy(self)
for w in c.walkways:
38
self.depth * self.orientation[2])
46
self.getBox()
43
a.move(x, y, z)
floorWalkways.append(w)
39

6
7

import pygame, sys, random, time

3 import numpy as np
import copy
from geometries import Point, Line, Face,4 Box
5 import random, string, math
import numpy as np
6 from walls import Wall
import copy
import pygame, sys, random, time

1

1

Algorithm

43
44
45
46
47

47

return a

40

48

41

if not len(w.pillar) == 0:
for p in w.pillar:

Book_collection

sort()

place()

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

pop()

place_structure()
Shelf_cluster

Shelf_cluster.is_full()
fold()

place()
if relation < 0.3:
fold_left()

elif relation > 0.6:
fold_right()

else:
straight()

Shelf

Shelf.is_full()

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODE

Section 1

Object Descriptions

Algorithm Description

The first thing I defined in the code was the way in which geometry would be handled by the program. A separate class contains all
different geometry declarations used within the program: box, line
and point. Then I defined the characteristics and behaviour of each
object within the project, starting with the smallest object: a book.
Each larger object is dependent on the collection of smaller it relies on.
So for instance the a shelf is determined by the books it houses, and a
shelving unit is in turn defined by the shelves that it consists of.
This results in a program with different scale hierarchies in which the
smallest one is a book, and the largest one a completed cluster, containing all the objects on one floor.

Collectively the campus libraries are designed to house 2^20 =
1048576 books, corresponding to the average book collection of a
university with 25000 students. Split across 8 different faculty libraries
this is 2^17 = 131072 books per library. The internal library configurations are dictated by its book collection. First the book collection is
sorted on a specific criteria, such as the traditional alphabetical order,
or as illustrated above spatial volume of a book. Then these books will
be put on shelves by the algorithm, after which the shelving row is
being folded. The next bookshelf folds inwards if the relation to the
previous bookshelf is strong based on the given parameter, for instance
reader overlap. It folds outwards if the relation is weak, and stays
straight if it is average. After the book path is generated the structure
and access pathways are fitted to it, finally creating a cluster.

9

1.8 PARAMETER INFLUENCE
s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([])

Default

s(name)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([])

s(relation)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([])

Consistent
Outward

Widest

Inward

Narrowest

The default option sorts the books on volume, which means that the
shelves towards the middle of the cluster are wider and higher than
the ones at the ends. The relational deviance threshold is set in such a
way that each fold case (left, straight, right) occurs one in three times,
if not restricted by collisions.

Sorting on name instead of volume gives a more consistent bookshelf
width, since each shelf will house 32 books in alphabetical order, but
of random width, height and depth.

By sorting the books on their relation to one another the folding of
the path is influenced. Because all books that have a close connection
are found in the middle of the cluster, there the path will mostly fold
inwards, whilst on the ends the books have no strong relation to each
other thus making them fold outwards.

s(cm3)
f(1/5)
h(8)
env([])

s(cm3)
f(2/3)
h(8)
env([])

s(cm3)
f(2/3, 1/3)
h(8)
env([])

Difference of
one fold

Outward bias

Added outward fold

A lower relational deviance threshold lowers the criteria of what is
classified as a strong relationship or a weak relationship. This means
that more folds will occur in the cluster. The reduction of 1/3 to 1/5
only resulted in one extra outward fold, as indicated above.

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([A])

A larger deviance value results
in less folds, since a relation is
sooner qualified as neutral, resulting in a straight sequence.
In the cases of 2/3 and 3/4
there is a difference of one
outward fold.

s(cm3)
f(3/4)
h(8)
env([])

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([B, C,
D, E, F,
G, H, I])

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
env([J, K])

E

C

Here an asymmetrical deviance value was used, a large one for strong
relation classification, and a smaller one for weak relations. This
makes the cluster have more outward folds, resulting in a more open
walkway.

H
B

D

K
G

J

A
F
I

An external envelope restricts the cluster from growing outside of its
limits.

Inner envelopes forces the cluster to avoid the given volumes.

Combination of internal and external envelopes

Input explanation

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(6)
env([])

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(12)
env([])

Decreasing the maximum
number of stacked shelves the
cluster is increased in length.

A higher maximum will result in a shorter cluster.

Specification of the form:
s(X), f(Y), h(Z), env(P)
Where:
s(X) stands for the sorting function s used to sort the books with
the sorting criteria X as input.
f(Y) stands for the folding function f applied to the shelves, with
the relational deviance threshold Y as input.
h(Z) sets the maximum number of shelves that can be stacked
upon each other with Z as that maximum number.
env(P) sets the inner and outer boundaries the algorithm is not
allowed to cross, with P a list of defined geometries.
The specifications of the variations are highlighted in red if they are
identical to the default option shown on the top left.
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Section 1
Start

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

import time, random, datetime, pygame
from threading import Thread
from geometries import Point, Line, Face, Box
from shelves import *
from
from
from
from

shelvingClusters import *
shelvingUnits import *
books import Book, BookCollection
geometries import *

9
10

from export import *
from wallPanel import *

11
12

from stairs import *

13

class ClusterCreator:

14
•
15

def __init__(self, n, envelopes, origin, orientation,
size, i, shelfLevels, books):
self.n = n

16
17
18

self.i = i
self.envelopes = envelopes
self.clusters = []

19
20

self.size = size
self.otherClusters = []

21

self.origin = origin

22
23

self.orientation = orientation
#self.floorHeight = floorHeight

24
25
26

self.shelfLevels = shelfLevels
self.walkWidth = 1200
self.wallPanels = None

27

self.books = books

28
29
30
31
32

def create(self):
prevCollection = None
for i in range(self.n):
books = self.books[i]

33
34
35

shelves = []
start = self.origin
startOrientation = self.orientation

36

for b in range(2**(self.size-5)):

37
38
39

set = books.books[b*32:b*32+32]
shelves.append(Shelf(set))
if i > 0:

40
41
•

prevCollection = self.clusters[i-1]
start = prevCollection.shelfColumns[1].box.pB.translated(0,0,

•
42

prevCollection.floorHeight + 100)
startOrientation =

•

prevCollection.shelfColumns[-1].orientation

43
44
45

#multipleTracks
otherLeveledClusters = []

46
47
48

for c in self.otherClusters:
if len(c.clusters) > i:
otherLeveledClusters.append(c.clusters[i]

•
49
•

)
shelfCol = ShelvingCollection(shelves, start,
startOrientation, self.walkWidth, self.envelopes,

50
•

otherLeveledClusters, self.i, self.shelfLevels,
i)

51

#otherLeveledClusters, self.i, self.shelfLevels

•
52

- (i/2), i)

53
54

#splitLevels
#shelfCol = ShelvingCollection(shelves, start,

•
•
55
1
56

2
57
3
58
4
59
5
60
6
61
7
62
8
63
9
64
10
65
11
66
12
67
•
68
•
69
13
70
14
71
15
72
16
73
17
74
•
75
18
76
19
77
20
78
21
79
•
80
22
81
23
82
24
83
25
•
26
84
27
•
28
85
29
86
30
87
31
•
32
33
34
35

startOrientation, 1000, self.envelope,
prevCollection, self.i)
import pygame, sys, random, time
self.clusters.append(shelfCol)
from geometries import Point, Line, Face, Box
made = shelfCol.make()
from shelves import *
if not made:
from shelvingUnits import *
print("Sorry, a solution could not be found")
from walkways import *
return False
import numpy as np
#walkwayExporter = WalkwayExporter(shelfCol, i)
import copy
self.create()
import random, string, math
from collections import deque
"""self.wallPanels = WallPanels(self, 1200, 200, 25)
self.wallPanels.initiatePanels()
class ShelvingCollection:
self.wallPanels.placePanels()
def __init__(self, shelves, origin, orientation,
walls = self.wallPanels.panels
walkWidth, envelopes, otherCollections, n, shelfLevels,
wallExporter = WallExporter(walls, self.i)
level):
pillars = Pillars(self.clusters)
self.shelves = shelves
pillars.extendPillars()
self.origin = origin
#stairs = Stairs(self, 250, 1200, 170)
self.envelopes = envelopes
#stairs.makeStairs()
self.level = level
#stairExporter = StairExporter(stairs, self.i)
self.orientation =
#exporter = BigExporter(self.clusters, self.i)"""
self.convertOrientation(orientation)
"""alteredEnvs = []
self.walkWidth = walkWidth
for env in range(len(self.envelopes)):
self.walkways = []
for e in self.envelopes[env][1:]:
self.shelfColumns = deque()
if not e in alteredEnvs:
self.shelfColumns.append(ShelvingColumn(1,
levelSpan = int(e.h / 3500)
self.origin, self.orientation, 's', shelfLevels))
grLevel = int(e.pA.z/3500)
self.otherCollections = otherCollections
e.h = 0
self.drawingGeometry = []
for i in range(levelSpan):
self.floorHeight = 100
e.h += self.clusters[grLevel +
self.shelfLevels = shelfLevels
i].floorHeight + 100
self.makeing = False
e.move(0,0,self.clusters[grLevel].origin.
self.n = n
z - e.pA.z)
self.rec = 0
alteredEnvs.append(e)
self.attempts = 0
print(len(alteredEnvs))
self.stairR = None
#envExporter = EnvelopeExporter(alteredEnvs,
self.stairL = None
self.i)"""
def make(self):
self.makeing = True
for s in self.shelves:

36
37

rmax = 11
r = random.randint(0,rmax)

38
•

if len(self.shelfColumns) == 1 and
len(self.shelfColumns[0].shelves) ==0:

39
40

s.colour = pygame.Color(255,0,0)
self.shelfColumns[0].placeShelf(s)

41
42

elif r <= rmax:
self.placeAbove(s)

43
44

elif r == rmax-1:
self.placeLeft(s)

45

elif r == rmax:

Note on code

All code for this project was written in Python 3. Only some critical
bits of the general programme are displayed here. The link to the full
git repository is:
https://github.com/JulianBesems/CodeDRSubmission

1

Before running the main.py file with
specifies the desired values for the
- Total number of books 		
- Walkway width				
- Maximum nr of stacked shelves
- Sorting criteria for books		
- Shelve-folding criteria

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

class Main:
def __init__(self, argumentList):
self.time = datetime.datetime.now()
self.envelopes = self.getEnvelopes()
self.stories = int(argumentList[1])

14
15
16

20
21
22
23
•

for row in csvReaderExt:
extPs.append(Point(int(row[0]),

origin1 = Point(21600, 20000, 0)

•
28
•

int(row[1][1:]), int(row[2][1:])))
externalEnvelope = Box(pygame.Color(0,100,0),
extPs[0], extPs[3],

orientation1 = [-1,0,0]

bookcol = BookCollection(2**size)

20
21

books.append(bookcol)

29
•
30
31
33
•
34

',')
intPoints = []
for row in csvReaderInt:

24
25
26

clusterCreator1.otherClusters = []

27

thread1 = Thread(target = clusterCreator1.create,

•
28

name = str(1), daemon = True)

•
38
39

29
30

thread1.start()

31
32

graphics = Graphics(clusterCreator1, envelopes[0])
graphics.display()

while True:
pass

39
40

argumentList = sys.argv
main = Main(argumentList)

41
42

main.run()

self.placeRight(s)
for s in self.shelfColumns:

48
49

s.getBox()
if self.floorHeight < s.height:
self.floorHeight = s.height
stairR = ShelvingColumn(0, self.origin,

•
57

self.shelfColumns[-1].orientation,
self.shelfColumns[-1].dir, self.shelfLevels)
stairR.width = 1.47* self.floorHeight + 3000
stairR.height = self.floorHeight
stairR.depth = 200
self.shelfColumns.append(stairR)
stairL = ShelvingColumn(0, self.origin,
self.orientation, self.shelfColumns[-1].dir,

58
59

self.shelfLevels)
stairL.width = 1.47 * 2100 + 1200
stairL.height = self.floorHeight
stairL.depth = 200

60
61

self.shelfColumns.appendleft(stairL)
finished = False

62
63

self.stairR = stairR
self.stairL = stairL
self.finished = False
while not self.finished:

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
•
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

92
•
93
•
94
95

self.getDirections(0)
self.rec = 0
self.attempts += 1
if self.attempts == 10:
return False
self.shelfColumns[-1].width = self.shelfColumns[1].width - (stairL.width + 1000)
self.shelfColumns[-1].getBox()
#for s in self.shelfColumns:
#
s.repopulate()
#for w in self.walkways:
#
for p in w.pillar:
#
p.height = self.floorHeight
return True
def getDirections(self, s):
self.rec +=1
if self.attempts > 0 and self.rec == 1:
self.walkways = []
self.drawingGeometry = []
if self.rec >= 950:
return True
if s == 0:
self.shelfColumns[0].getBox()
self.shelfColumns[0].moveTo(self.origin)
self.shelfColumns[0].changeOrientation(self.orien
g
tation)
self.getCurrentDir(self.shelfColumns[0])
self.walkways.append(Walkway(self.shelfColumns[0]
, self.walkWidth, self.floorHeight, None, 0))
self.drawingGeometry.append(self.shelfColumns[0].
box.getLines()[0])
s = 1
i = s

intPoints.append(Point(int(round(float(row[0]
))), int(round(float(row[1][1:]))),
int(round(float(row[2][1:])))))
for i in range(int(len(intPoints)/8)):
envPs = []

40

for j in range(8):

41
42

envPs.append(intPoints[i*8 + j])
env = Box(pygame.Color(0,100,0), envPs[0],

•

envPs[3],

43
•
44

envPs[2], envPs[1],
envPs[4].z - envPs[0].z)
levelSpan = int(env.h / 3500)

45

grLevel = int(env.pA.z/3500)

46
47
48
49
50

for x in range(levelSpan):
envelopes[x + grLevel].append(env)
return envelopes
def run(self):

51
52
53
54

46
47

with open('internalEnvelopes.txt', mode = 'r',
encoding = 'utf-8-sig') as csv_int:
csvReaderInt = csv.reader(csv_int, delimiter =

36
37
•

35

for i in range(8):
envelopes.append([externalEnvelope])

•
35

clusterCreator1 = ClusterCreator(self.stories,
envelopes, origin1, orientation1, size, 0, 8, books)

33
34

extPs[2], extPs[1],
extPs[4].z - extPs[0].z)

32

22
•
23

55
56
•

envelopes =[]
with open('externalEnvelope.txt', mode = 'r',
encoding = 'utf-8-sig') as csv_ext:

envelopes = self.envelopes

19

54

def getEnvelopes(self):

',')
extPs = []

books = []
for i in range(size):

52
53

self.stories = int(argumentList[1])

26
27

size = 14

•
•

self.time = datetime.datetime.now()
self.envelopes = self.getEnvelopes()

csvReaderExt = csv.reader(csv_ext, delimiter =

17
18

50
51

class Main:
def __init__(self, argumentList):

•
25

14
15
16

36
37
38

from geometries import Point, Line, Face, Box

24

def run(self):

10
11
12
13

import time, random, datetime, pygame
from threading import Thread

from shelves import *
python3 45from
the terminal the user first
from shelvingClusters import *
import *
6 from shelvingUnitsaside
input parameters,
from the envelopes:
7 from books import Book, BookCollection
- Shelve-folding
import *
8 from geometries threshold
from makeBookClusters import *
- number109 of
floors
from export import Exporter, BigExporter
from showAlgorithm
import Graphics
- number11 of
clusters
12 import sys
- Database
ofcsvbooks
13 import

17
18
19

•
91

11

2
3

55
•
56
91
•
92
57
•
•
93
58
•
59
94
60
95
•
96
61
97
•
98
62
99
63
100
64
101
65
102
66
103
67
104
68
105
69
360
106
70
361
•
71
362
107
72
363
108
73
364
109
74
365
110
75
366
111
76
367
112
77
368
113
•
369
114
78
•
115
•
370
116
•
371
117
79
372
118
•
373
119
80
374
120
•
375
121
•
122
376
123
377
124
378
125
379
126
380
127
•
128
381
129
382
130
383
131
384
132
385
133
386
134
387
135
388
136

envelopes = self.envelopes
origin1 = Point(21600, 20000, 0)
g
#origin2 = Point(28000, 11000, 0)
tation)
#origin3 = Point((3/4)*self.envelopeWidth,
self.getCurrentDir(self.shelfColumns[0])
self.envelopeDepth - 100, 0)
self.walkways.append(Walkway(self.shelfColumns[0]
"""origin4 = Point((3/4)*self.envelopeWidth,
, self.walkWidth, self.floorHeight, None, 0))
self.envelopeDepth - 100, 0)
self.drawingGeometry.append(self.shelfColumns[0].
origin7 = Point((3/4)*self.envelopeWidth, 100, 0)
box.getLines()[0])
origin8 = Point((1/4)*self.envelopeWidth, 100, 0)
s = 1
origin5 = Point(self.envelopeWidth - 100, (3/
i = s
4)*self.envelopeDepth, 0)
end = False
origin6 = Point(self.envelopeWidth - 100, (1/
while not end:
4)*self.envelopeDepth, 0)"""
self.shelfColumns[i].getBox()
orientation1 = [-1,0,0]
n = self.getNextDir(i)
#orientation2 = [-1,0,0]
if n == True and i == len(self.shelfColumns)-1:
#orientation3 = [0,-1,0]
end = True
"""orientation4 = [0,-1,0]
self.finished = True
orientation7 = [0,1,0]
return True
orientation8 = [0,1,0]
if n == False:
orientation5 = [-1,0,0]
self.walkways = self.walkways[:i-1]
orientation6 = [-1,0,0]"""
self.placeLeft(shelf)=
self.drawingGeometry
size = 14
else:
self.drawingGeometry[:i-1]
self.placeRight(shelf)
for j in range(i, len(self.shelfColumns)):
books = []
else:
self.shelfColumns[j].bannedDirs = []
for i in range(size):
r = random.randint(0,len(columns)-1)
self.getDirections(i-1)

bookcol = BookCollection(2**size)
columns[r].placeShelf(shelf)
end = True
books.append(bookcol)
return True
def placeLeft(self,
shelf):
i += 1
clusterCreator1 = ClusterCreator(self.stories,
l = self.shelfColumns[0]
envelopes, origin1, orientation1, size, 0, 8, books)
= ShelvingColumn(l.hierarchy
+ 1, self.origin,
def ll
getCurrentDir(self,
column):
#clusterCreator2 = ClusterCreator(2, [envelope1,
l.orientation,
l.dir, self.shelfLevels)
s = [1,0,0]
envelope2, lectureTheatre], origin2, orientation2,
ll.placeShelf(shelf)
e = [0,1,0]
size, 1, 10)
self.shelfColumns.appendleft(ll)
n
= [-1,0,0]
#clusterCreator3 = ClusterCreator(self.n, envelope,
w = [0,-1,0]
origin3, orientation3, size, 2)
def if
placeRight(self,
shelf):
column.orientation
== s:
"""clusterCreator4 = ClusterCreator(self.n,
r = self.shelfColumns[-1]
column.dir = 's'
envelope, origin4, orientation4, size, 3)
rr = column.orientation
ShelvingColumn(r.hierarchy
+ 1, self.origin,
elif
== e:
r.orientation,
r.dir,
column.dir =
'e' self.shelfLevels)
rr.placeShelf(shelf)
elif
column.orientation == n:
self.shelfColumns.append(rr)
column.dir = 'n'
elif column.orientation == w:
def exportBoxes(self,
boxes, f, t):
column.dir = 'w'
file = open("Exports/export" + str(f) + "_" + str(t)
+ ".csv", "w+")
def checkStraight(self,
nonIntersectDirs, column):
b in range(len(nonIntersectDirs)):
boxes:
for j
xa = str(b.pA.x)
if nonIntersectDirs[j]
== column.dir:
ya = str(b.pA.y)
return
j
za = str(b.pA.z)
return -1
xb = str(b.pB.x)
yb = str(b.pB.y)
def getNextDir(self,
i):
zbself.shelfColumns
= str(b.pB.z)
columns =
xc = str(b.pC.x)
s = [1,0,0]

389
390

yc = str(b.pC.y)
zc = str(b.pC.z)

391
392

h = str(b.h)
colour = b.colour
r = str(colour.r)
g = str(colour.g)
b = str(colour.b)
a = str(colour.a)

393
394
395
396
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28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,
28113.0,

19020.0,
19025.0,
19030.0,
19037.0,
19044.0,
19051.0,
19057.0,
19062.0,
19067.0,
19072.0,
19081.0,
19086.0,
19093.0,
19102.0,
19118.0,
19125.0,
19130.0,
19135.0,
19143.0,
19149.0,
19156.0,
19163.0,
19173.0,
19181.0,
19187.0,
19192.0,
19197.0,
19203.0,
19212.0,
19219.0,
19229.0,
19234.0,
19020.0,
19025.0,
19033.0,
19043.0,
19048.0,
19053.0,
19062.0,
19071.0,
19078.0,
19090.0,
19102.0,
19108.0,
19114.0,
19123.0,
19129.0,
19142.0,
19148.0,
19162.0,
19169.0,
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20.0, 28113.0, 19025.0, 20.0, 27991.0, 19025.0, 20.0, 219.6, 27, 97, 225, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19030.0, 20.0, 27991.0, 19030.0, 20.0, 219.6, 155, 167, 121, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19037.0, 20.0, 28000.0, 19037.0, 20.0, 169.5, 33, 13, 224, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19044.0, 20.0, 27981.0, 19044.0, 20.0, 145.20000000000002, 180, 204, 193, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19051.0, 20.0, 27981.0, 19051.0, 20.0, 145.20000000000002, 40, 192, 164, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19057.0, 20.0, 27955.0, 19057.0, 20.0, 142.20000000000002, 52, 13, 24, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19062.0, 20.0, 27987.0, 19062.0, 20.0, 214.2, 114, 181, 120, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19067.0, 20.0, 27987.0, 19067.0, 20.0, 214.2, 168, 57, 81, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19072.0, 20.0, 27987.0, 19072.0, 20.0, 214.2, 9, 212, 194, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19081.0, 20.0, 28013.0, 19081.0, 20.0, 150.0, 5, 180, 250, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19086.0, 20.0, 27974.0, 19086.0, 20.0, 194.6, 59, 58, 2, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19093.0, 20.0, 27974.0, 19093.0, 20.0, 139.0, 232, 248, 101, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19102.0, 20.0, 28001.0, 19102.0, 20.0, 134.4, 174, 182, 32, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19118.0, 20.0, 28010.0, 19118.0, 20.0, 82.4, 8, 8, 74, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19125.0, 20.0, 27999.0, 19125.0, 20.0, 171.0, 232, 107, 166, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19130.0, 20.0, 27996.0, 19130.0, 20.0, 234.0, 101, 107, 73, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19135.0, 20.0, 27973.0, 19135.0, 20.0, 196.0, 48, 190, 91, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19143.0, 20.0, 27982.0, 19143.0, 20.0, 131.0, 65, 203, 215, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19149.0, 20.0, 27985.0, 19149.0, 20.0, 179.2, 194, 1, 243, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19156.0, 20.0, 27985.0, 19156.0, 20.0, 153.6, 12, 242, 177, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19163.0, 20.0, 27985.0, 19163.0, 20.0, 153.6, 71, 95, 81, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19173.0, 20.0, 27982.0, 19173.0, 20.0, 104.80000000000001, 103, 111, 34, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19181.0, 20.0, 27982.0, 19181.0, 20.0, 131.0, 76, 34, 136, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19187.0, 20.0, 27997.0, 19187.0, 20.0, 197.2, 156, 192, 53, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19192.0, 20.0, 27928.0, 19192.0, 20.0, 148.0, 187, 96, 235, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19197.0, 20.0, 27993.0, 19197.0, 20.0, 228.0, 80, 141, 49, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19203.0, 20.0, 27954.0, 19203.0, 20.0, 143.1, 215, 28, 182, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19212.0, 20.0, 28009.0, 19212.0, 20.0, 145.6, 247, 237, 156, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19219.0, 20.0, 27980.0, 19219.0, 20.0, 146.3, 73, 47, 223, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19229.0, 20.0, 27990.0, 19229.0, 20.0, 110.7, 107, 204, 181, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19234.0, 20.0, 27956.0, 19234.0, 20.0, 172.70000000000002, 26, 112, 224, 255, Books
20.0, 28113.0, 19241.0, 20.0, 27974.0, 19241.0, 20.0, 139.0, 26, 232, 135, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19025.0, 274.0, 27989.0, 19025.0, 274.0, 210.79999999999998, 13, 101, 241, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19033.0, 274.0, 27970.0, 19033.0, 274.0, 114.4, 224, 4, 159, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19043.0, 274.0, 27985.0, 19043.0, 274.0, 102.4, 209, 201, 146, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19048.0, 274.0, 27951.0, 19048.0, 274.0, 162.0, 206, 24, 124, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19053.0, 274.0, 27976.0, 19053.0, 274.0, 191.79999999999998, 135, 61, 219, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19062.0, 274.0, 28007.0, 19062.0, 274.0, 137.8, 173, 182, 81, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19071.0, 274.0, 27992.0, 19071.0, 274.0, 121.0, 31, 175, 230, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19078.0, 274.0, 27982.0, 19078.0, 274.0, 144.10000000000002, 166, 68, 156, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19090.0, 274.0, 28008.0, 19090.0, 274.0, 105.0, 190, 51, 144, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19102.0, 274.0, 28008.0, 19102.0, 274.0, 105.0, 97, 244, 109, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19108.0, 274.0, 27999.0, 19108.0, 274.0, 193.79999999999998, 101, 16, 22, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19114.0, 274.0, 28002.0, 19114.0, 274.0, 199.8, 115, 7, 197, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19123.0, 274.0, 27977.0, 19123.0, 274.0, 108.80000000000001, 244, 243, 101, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19129.0, 274.0, 27995.0, 19129.0, 274.0, 188.8, 56, 12, 139, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19142.0, 274.0, 28006.0, 19142.0, 274.0, 96.3, 107, 38, 70, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19148.0, 274.0, 27991.0, 19148.0, 274.0, 183.0, 163, 0, 184, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19162.0, 274.0, 28010.0, 19162.0, 274.0, 92.7, 77, 237, 55, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19169.0, 274.0, 27992.0, 19169.0, 274.0, 157.3, 57, 238, 187, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19178.0, 274.0, 27997.0, 19178.0, 274.0, 127.60000000000001, 42, 104, 151, 255, Books
274.0, 28113.0, 19186.0, 274.0, 27977.0, 19186.0, 274.0, 122.4, 208, 33, 37, 255, Books

1.9 PROGRAM WORK-FLOW
The program in its current form is a hybrid between python code,
and grasshopper scripts. Practically all of the logic computations are
performed in the python segment. The grasshopper scripts’ primary
function is to export the predefined volumes to csv files, for import by
the python code, and in turn to import the geometry that was generated by the python file into rhino again.
The first step in the process of generating a library arrangement is to
define the external volume and possible internal volume restrictions of
the library in rhino. Then these are exported by a grasshopper script.
Secondly the user needs to define the parameters determining the
behaviour of the algorithm.
After these preconditions are defined the user runs the main.py file
from the command line.
The program will now generate the volumes of the various objects
according to the input, and export these into csv files.
These csv files are then imported into rhino by another grasshopper
script. I chose to make the import toggles for each set of objects
separate because the import into rhino takes a substantial amount of
time (1-3 minutes per set), especially if the books are imported into the
model as well.

Legend:
User Input
Exported
Developed
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1.10 ALGORITHM
DEVELOPMENT STAGES
Throughout the development of the program I used the version
control platform GitHub. This enabled me to experiment with the
code more since I could always rewind to an earlier version if I broke
something during the development of a new feature.
In Git you work with separate branches for developing features, leaving the main branch untouched until a feature is stable, after which
it is merged into the main branch.

Merge branch ‘externalEnvelope’
Fit floor plates to gaps created by wall panels
Define floor panel geometry
Implement indent movement of wall panels
Define collision of wall panel with ShelvingCluster
Define wall panel as geometry object
Add maximum indentation parameter to envelope
Merge branch ‘InternalVolumes’
Add rhino import for external and internal volumes
Add internal volumes to collision detection
Define internal volumes as geometry
Merge branch ‘AdjustTies’
Adjust height of ties to vertical collision height
Merge branch ‘MultipleTracks’
Add staircase area at end and start of cluster
Set start of new cluster to end of old one
Add previous cluster as argument to new cluster
Abstract cluster to object
Vertical collision detection
Merge branch ‘MultipleLevels’
Add floor nr as commandline argument
Add staircase area at end and start of cluster
Define starting point of cluster based on previous one
Abstract shelving cluster to an object
Merge branch ‘ExternalBoundary’
Merge branch ‘StructuralElements’
Merge branch ‘master’ into origin/master
Merge remote-tracking branch ‘origin/StructuralElements
Merge branch ‘StructuralElements’
Join walkways
Add ties to corners
Add boundary to collision detection
Define ExternalEnvelope as geometry
Join walkways
Merge branch ‘FoldingAlgorithm 1.0’
Add ties to corners
Add collision detection with itself
Implement folding (no collision detection yet)
Define function to determine permitted rotations
Add orientation parameter to shelving unit
Define Rotations of ShelvingUnits
Add walkways in front of ShelvingUnits
Merge remote-tracking branch ‘origin/DefineObjects’
Add shelvingCluster as collection of ShelvingUnit
Define ShelvingUnit as bookshelf collection
Implement bookshelf as book collection
Implement book as geometry inheriting object
Define general Geometry object
Initial commit
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1.11 ALGORITHM
EXPERIMENTATION

Collision Exploration
In order to test the algorithms capabilities, and collision detection,
the first test was to generate a library with 8 different routes of
131072 books each, effectively creating one large campus library,
with each campus housed on its own route. This test proved that the
algorithm could successfully detect collisions with other pathways,
and handle errors accordingly.
This page shows one of the outputs of these tests, with all 8 separate
faculty pathways displayed above, and the combined pathways on the
right.
The measurements of the external envelope of this example are
60m by 60m. This was the smallest confinement within which the
program could still find a solution, giving me an insight in the space
required for the program to work.
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1.12 ALGORITHM
APPLICATION

1. Predefined volumes

2. Placement of books

3. Supporting structure
fitted to books

4. Supporting structure

5. Facade fitted to
structure

6. Superstructure
after-edit

Generative process
The creation of each faculty library design follows the following steps:
- First the static spaces are declared by the user, such as the lecture
theatre, fire and lift cores, offices and toilets.
- Then the algorithm will create the book placement spread out over
the specified number of floors.
- Pathways and structure are fitted to the books.
- Books are removed from the calculation for efficiency purposes.
- The internal envelope is fitted to the pathways and existing structures.
- The superstructure is manually added to the generated 3d model by
the user.
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s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
w(∞)

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(10)

s(cm3)
f(3/4)
h(8)

s(name)
f(1/3)
h(8)

s(cm3)
f(1/3)
h(8)
w(5)

Library variations
env(L1)
l(8)

env(l2)
l(8)
env(l2)
l(6)
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1.13 STRUCTURAL
STRATEGY
The primary challenge with the structural strategy of
this project is how to accommodate the fact that the
internals of the building are regularly disassembled,
reconfigured and reassembled again.
The strategy chosen for this was to use a suspension
structure, where the primary structure will remain in
place, but the internal walkways and bookshelves can
be taken down.

Reinforced concrete structure off which the
7 top floors and double skin facade are
suspended.

Concrete lift and fire core serve as support
for the concrete suspension structure.

Suspended walkways and floor plates

Shelving and set spaces that are resting
on the suspended structure. The 131072
books to be housed in the library amount to
approximately 40000kg

Inner envelope separately suspended from
the primary structure
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1.14 SERVICES,
ACCESSIBILITY AND FIRE
STRATEGY
In the current version of
the program the maximum
distance to the protected
smoke lobby is not taken
into account. This can lead to
dangerously long distances,
since in the worst case the
entire walkway will have to
be traversed, which can reach
lengths of up to 60 metres.
An improvement could be put
in place in the code where this
distance is calculated and set
to a maximum.

Internal fire stair housed
in the concrete service
core.

Smoke lobby with fire
doors on both ends.

Smoke extractor shaft.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Two wheelchair accessible lift shafts.

Shafts for mechanical
ventilation.

Accessible toilet.

4200mm +

In the event of an emergency the wall panels
are rotated.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Shaft to house services

mm

3700

Due to the large scale of the building connecting the libraries
rescue services have to pass through the building to reach the
libraries. Because of this, 2 levelled routes through the long axes
of the building are created to enable vehicle access to the 8 library
buildings. The rotating wall panels are slightly smaller and off centre to ensure a free path of 3.7m.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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1.15 PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

Campus superstructure and houses the open plan study landscape,
and connects the 8 faculty libraries.

Internal facade, primary focus of
section 3

Internal library walkways, primary focus of section 2

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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Glazed cable net wall forms the
external facade of the library.

SECTION 2
Building construction

β

η
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ρ

x
y
x
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β:
η:
σ:
ρ:
λ:
π:
ψ:
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α:
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x

x

ψ

μ

α

δ

x

x

Expected frequencies for an external envelope of
21600 x 21600 mm, with 8 levels:

y

ω

7
8
1427
1427
1427
12
198
576
978
254
254

2.1 CRITICAL SECTIONS
In order to facilitate the repeated rearrangement of a library configuration in an efficient way, the walkway construction needs to be modular.
In order to develop a modular component system that facilitates every
possible configuration generated by the program, first the total number
of possible unique walkway and facade sections need to be formulated.
Each configuration is built up by a combination of the sections defined
above, with varying x and y values where relevant. This means that if
the components facilitate the construction and connection of each of
these elements, it will be possible to assemble every possible configuration with those components.
In order to estimate the typical number of occurrences of each critical
section in a configuration, an abstracted and condensed version of the
program was run for a thousand times. This resulted in the average
frequencies listed above.
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2.2 COMPONENTS

These two pages show all components that are required to construct
the critical sections defined on the previous page.

Nr. of components expressed in nr. of critical sections
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+ λ(x) + π(x)
+ λ(x) + π(x)

CB
TF
CW
BW
BF
JW
JE
JC
F
W
X

+ λ(x) + π(x)

π)

π)
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The table on the right specifies how many components are needed
based on the number of occurrences of each critical section.

ρ + λ + π
β(x) + η(x) + σ(x) + ρ(x)
β(x) + η(x) + σ(x) + ρ(x)
P-11 + 2 λ + π
β(x) + η(x) + σ(x) + ρ(x)
P-11 + 2 ρ + π
ρ + 2π
2β + 2η + 3σ + 6λ + 4π
σ + 2λ + (β + σ + ρ + λ +
β + η + ρ + λ + 4π
β + η + ρ + λ
β + η + ρ + λ
2ψ
ψ
σ + 2ρ + (β + σ + ρ + λ +
2σ
β + η + σ + ρ + λ + 4π
β + η + 2σ + 5λ + 2π
ρ + π

β + η
ω
α(c)
α + δ
4ω
α + μ
α - 1
ω
ω + δ
μ
4EB +
2EE +

+ ρ + λ + 4 π
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The components are manufactured from 1.4462 grade stainless steel,
commonly used for footbridge construction purposes.

P-C
P-X
BB-X
BB-11
BE-X
BE-11
SC
S
EB
EC
CE
ET
EU
TU
EE
TI
RV
RL
RS

+ α
2EC + 6SC + 4S + 2TI + 2EU + 2TU +
2ET + 4JE + 8JC + 4CW
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RV

BW

BF

JE

JW

JC

F

RL

TF

CW

W
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CB

RS
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Section 2

β
P-X
BB-X
BE-X
CB
CE
ET
S
RL
RV
EC
X

η
P-X
BB-X
BE-X
CB
CE
ET
S
RL
RV
EC
X

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
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P-X
P-Y
BB-X
BB-Y
BE-X
BE-Y
TI
S
RL
RV
EB
EE
X

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
16

P-C
P-X
P-Y
BB-11
BB-X
BB-Y
BE-X
BE-Y
CB
CE
ET
EC
EB

π
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

S
RV
RL
X

6
1
5
28
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2.3 COMPONENT
ASSEMBLY

1

2

3

4

These pages illustrate how each critical section is comprised of the
components described on the previous page. The table next to each
critical section indicate how many of each components are required for
its construction.

Since the libraries will be assembled by dock workers, the bolt component with code X is designed after the mechanism used for fixing
containers. This will hopefully result in a smooth transition for the
workers.
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P-C
P-X
BB-11
BB-X
BE-11
CB
EC
S
SC
RV
RL
RS
X

1
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
2
4
2
1
28

ψ
BB-11
TU
EU
X

1
1
2
2
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λ
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
24
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ρ
P-C
P-X
P-Y
BB-X
BB-Y
BE-11
BE-X
BE-Y
CB
CE
ET
EC
EE
SC
RV
RS
X

σ
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λ

η

π

σ
ρ

β

1
1
1
1
4

μ
W
JW
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W
F
JW
BW
X
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α

2
1

δ
W
F
BW
X

ω
BF
JC
TF
F
X

1
1
1
4

4
1
1
4
8
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2.4 STRESS TEST
In order to test the structural integrity of this structural strategy, a stress test was performed on the two
combined configurations on the previous page. This was
done with the software SNS.
Loads used in the analysis:
-The live load of a stack room in a library is defined as
7.18 kN/m2
- The live load of a library reading room is 2.87 kN/m2
- The tensile load of other walkways hanging off the one
above is calculated as follows:
Running a condensed version of the algorithm for a
thousand times results in an average floor area of 88.2
m2 per walkway.
In total each walkway imposes a live load of 88.2 x 7.18
= 633 kN.

1.4462 grade Glass
stainless steel

1.4462 grade
stainless steel
Fixed points

The dead weight of the steel structure amounts to 88.2
x 0.383 = 33.78 kN
Combined this is a load of 664 kN
If we take the top walkway in an 8 story height library,
the 6 walkways below it apart from the one on the
ground floor can be suspended off it. A total of 3984
kN.
Based on the condensed algorithm the expected number
of cables reaching the top level is 159, resulting in a
distributed tensile load of 25 kN per cable.
Running the stress test with these values gives the
following results. The total displacement and material
safety levels are well within reasonable margins, indicating acceptable integrity of the structural strategy.
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Reading
room live
load
2.87 kN/m2
Library stack
room live
load.
7.18 kN/m2

Load of walkways suspended
off this one.
25 kN

2.5 CONSTRUCTION
SEQUENCE
Constructed by contractor

Foundations
of the entire
campus is put in
place. Concrete
raft foundations
are used for the
study landscape
floor. For the
libraries pile
foundation is put
in place.

The permanent
structure of the
study landscape
is constructed.

Constructed by dock workers
First the cables and columns
supporting the walkways are suspended off the primary structure.

The beams that support the
walkway panels are attached to
the suspended columns.

The primary structural concrete service core and lift shaft of the library are erected, after which the concrete roof construction is put in place.

Walkway panels are put in place,
offering a working platform.

The cable net curtain wall is suspended off the primary concrete structure. The
external building envelope is sealed.

The structure to support the
internal facade is assembled.

The vertical and horizontal glass
panels of the internal facade
are fixed onto the supporting
structure.
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SECTION 3
Building performance

3.1 GENERAL BUILDING
PERFORMANCE

Material Palette

Reinforced
concrete

Polished
concrete

Asphalt

Birch plywood

Steel cable

Stainless Steel
grade 1.4462

Steel grating
walkways

White steel
coating

Acoustic
panels
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Separation of library and study landscape
Within the external envelope of the building, encasing both the study
landscape and the library sits the internal facade of the library. This
offers an acoustic and climatic barrier between the more regulated
internal environment of the library and the vast study landscape.

Acoustics

Solar strategy of study landscape

The sliding panels attached
to the moving walls are
covered in sound absorbing material.

The inner envelope of the library
separates it from the rest of the
campus. This provides an acoustic
barrier between the study landscape
and the reading rooms within the
library.

The roof construction of the study landscape extends over the
window panes. This ensures that during any time of day the
moving wall panels provide enough shadow for a standing adult,
whilst still leaving vertical space above for natural lighting.
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3.2 VENTILATION

On average each floor of the faculty
libraries has a void the size of 23%
of it’s surface area, well above the
minimum of 10% to allow for stack
ventilation.
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The faculty library supplies the study
landscape area around it with fresh air
through floor ducts.
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Double skin facade
equipped with outlet vents
to mitigate solar gain in
summer.

Mechanical ventilation to
supply the bottom of the
library and the surrounding
study landscape with fresh
air. Required due to the extraordinary deep floor plan.

Stack ventilation facilitated by outlet
vents situated around the central
core, to ensure it is always within
the inner envelope regardless of the
library configuration.

Sliding windows between
the stepped roof construction for ventilation.
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Overview of the campus wide duct system.
Air duct
Sliding windows
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3.3 REQUIRED
TECHNOLOGIES
IPS
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Since GPS doesn’t work properly within a building, Indoor Positioning
Systems were developed. This is a technology used within buildings to
determine someone’s location using the WiFi and bluetooth signals of
that person’s smartphone. The system is configured in such a way that
it can react to various smartphones simultaneously.
Based on signal strength the proximity to a beacon is determined. The
combined data of multiple beacons is used to determine the location of
the smartphone using inverse trigonometry.
In order to accurately determine someone’s location a large number of
sensors is required. These are situated in the walkway columns along
the bookshelves. In total 438 of these are found in the building.
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438 IPS sensors are
placed in the building.

Switch glass
Main artificial lighting
housed in the columns
on the bookshelf side
of the walkways.
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Switch glass is a glass panel that can instantly be switched from opaque
to translucent. The panel is layered glass with a foil laminated between
them. The foil is laminated with the application of fluid crystals. Without a current these crystals are randomly orientated over one another,
resulting in an opaque panel, but when a current is put through they
are orientated parallel to one another, making the panel transparent.
The artist Simon Heijdens made his installation called “Shade” with
these panels, depicted in the image below. The triangular cells react
to wind and light conditions by switching between transparent and
opaque.
This was made possible by the development of separate cells within one
sheet of switch glass. Until recently it was only possible to switch an
entire pane of glass at once.
In the design of the faculty libraries the IPS and Switch glass technologies will be applied to create a dynamic facade that directs people to
their book within the library.
The switch glass is integrated in each panel of the internal facade,
following a rectangular grid.

IPS sensor

Spotlight illuminating
the switch glass during
the night.

Switch glass electricity cables
housed in the window frame.
Switch glass encased between
double glass.
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Shade, by Simon Heijdens2

Power supply for switch
glass, artificial lighting and
IPS sensors run through
the box beams of the
walkway and internal
facade structure.
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3.4 BOOK REQUESTS

Bounded area
towards the requested book.
The requested book

User Name
@UniwaLibrary
“BookTitle,
Author”

If a projection of a
book collides with
a window cell it is
switched on.

Process explanation
Since the books in the library are not necessarily ordered on alphabet
a system needs to be put in place that guides people to their desired
book. The designed system uses a combination of IPS and switch glass,
both explained on the previous page.

New User
@UniwaLibrary
“BookTitle, Author”

The books that are
read or recommended
located within the
bounding box are virtually extruded by the
algoritm to obtain the
collision coordinates
with the window cells.

Lecturer
@UniwaLibrary
“BookTitle, Author”

Once a user has submitted a request for a book from their phone by
sending a tweet with the book title, author and his faculty the IPS
system will be activated to track his position within the library.
The concept is that the system does not only lead the user to his book,
but in the meantime also suggests books the user might be interested
in.
Based on the position of the user, and the position of the requested
book, the switch glass in a range of three meters in the direction of
the requested book will be activated. But only the cells in the grid of
switch glass that intersect with orthogonal projections of the suggested
books in the bookshelves are turned transparent. This means that if the
user is interested in checking out some other books as well he can look
at the books in the shelves next to him, corresponding to the height of
the transparent cells.
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Prototyping using a combination of grasshopper and python
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This does however mean that if the library has little or no data on the
user, the switch glass will give no indication of which way to go, as it
won’t have any recommendations for the user. If this is the case, the
user can mention the user name of another student or lecturer in his
request. Now the books recommended for that user will also be taken
into account.
This also forms a useful tool for people that don’t really know what
to read, but do want to further their field of study. If that’s the case
they can send a request with for instance mentioning the lecturer of a
course they are interested in, which will highlight the books read by
that lecturer.

After a request is
posted the location is
triangulated through
IPS

New User
@ Lecturer @UniwaLibrary “BookTitle, Author”
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Books read by
the user, and recommendations
based on those.
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3.5 PROGRESSION
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Recommended books

Request
posted

Requested
book

1

2

5

3

6
4

2

3

5

6
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1

Location of
phone used
to post the
request based
on IPS

4
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3.6 ACROSS MULTIPLE
FLOORS
When the library is being used the system described on the previous
page results in a constantly changing facade aesthetic, tracking the
people moving within the library.
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3.7 MATERIAL AND LIGHT
STUDY
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During the day the opaque cells of switch glass block the light coming
in, and if they are switched to transparent they illuminate the path in
front of the user.
In order to ensure this effect at night as well, the behaviour of the
switch glass is inverted after dark: generally the cells are transparent,
and if they are activated they are switched to opaque. Additionally
spotlights that are directed at the windows are installed along the edges
of the walkways. The light reflects off the opaque cells, achieving a
similar effect to that during the day.

General artificial
lighting.

Spotlights directed at
window panes
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Compensate with artificial
lighting

3.8 ADAPTIVE LIGHT
CONTROL
The switch glass panels in combination with artificial lighting can also
be used to achieve uniform lighting conditions throughout the library.
If an area is too bright the translucency of the switch glass panels can
be reduced to let less light through.
Contrary if an area is too dark artificial lighting can be used to increase
light levels.
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Reduce the translucency of
the switch glass

SECTION 4
Entrepreneurialism + delivery

Note on reading this section

This section does not use sequential section numbering since
the reader is encouraged to make a scenario choice on various
pages, directing the reader to a certain page. This is done to
convey the principle that this project should not be thought of
as a single building design, but rather as the delivery of a system
that adapts the building design to the changing behaviour of its
users.
Each page consists of two sections, the general Enterpreneuralism and delivery part, and a section in red discussing the
relevant aspects of the RIBA Plan of Work 2013.
Each page has one or more arrows with a number behind it,
indicating the page to go to next, depending on the choice of
the reader. This is not the document page number but the large
number in the middle of the bottom of the page.

Initial project development

Parties involved
Clients and Users

Design and Delivery

UNIWA

Faculty

Architect

Software Engineer

Refugees

Students

Contractor

Dock workers

The UNIWA board of directors
is the primary client.

Schooled refugees are employed
by the university under a learn
and work scheme.

The staff of each faculty are the secondary
client, specifically for the libraries.

Leads the design team. This icon
represents the entire conventional
design team.

Responsible for the construction
of the permanent structures.

The students use the libraries and study
landscape, but also inform its rearrangement.

Concept design

The UNIWA is an institute that was founded very recently through
the merger of two other universities: TEI Athens and TEI Piraeus.
Currently it still consists of two separate campuses, located in Athens
and Piraeus. Regular bus services and the blue metro line connect the
university campuses. The institute is a higher-educational institute
supervised by the Minister of Education, Lifelong Learning and
Religious Affairs.

Based on the wish for a dynamic landscape as expressed by the
client, the design team decides to look at the nearby shipping port of
Piraeus. The interesting aspect of this port is that it gives an applied
example of a nearly fully automated dynamic landscape.

As a technical university the board expresses the importance for a
dynamic campus, that can easily adjust to new technological advancements, and with that changing requirements of the building in
which they are studied. Additionally it is important to the client that
the university takes after the example given by the nearby University
of Piraeus by employing refugees on a teach and learn basis. Because
of this it is important that the campus will offer an inviting environment for refugees to integrate into the academic sphere of the
university.

Hired to assemble the varying internal
library arrangements.

1

Client

The UNIWA board of directors will be the primary client. The board
takes the decisions on the location, cost and design of the project.
Since the university wants to make the merger of the university more
complete they have commissioned the design for a new joint campus
for all faculties of the former separate universities. Each faculty is still
to have their own library building, but ideally the faculties are in close
contact with each other.

In charge of the software development
enabling the adaptive design.

The design team recognises the necessity to be able to understand
computational algorithms in order to be able to effectively design an
automated adaptive landscape. The response is to include a software
engineer in the design team as a consultant.
The concept design focusses on the desired adaptability of the campus, and the strong relation between the different libraries. This leads
to the idea of an open adaptive study landscape encompassing all
faculty libraries.
Because of the flexible character of the different libraries and the adaptability to its users, the budget will need to be significantly higher
to facilitate these flexible structure than for the realisation of a static
building.
Even though the fundamental building rules are established nationally, the building legislation is monitored by the Piraeus Prefecture. A
long waiting period should be taken into account in order to acquire
the required permits. Once a building permit is obtained it is valid
for four years, and can be extended once with another four years.

As mentioned before the board of directors recognise the changing
requirements of each faculty, thus encouraging the design team to
heavily include the staff of each faculty in the design process.

0
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Design of permanent structure
Given the uniform nature of the versatile study landscape the faculty
libraries also need to house spaces to facilitate activities that are specific
to each faculty and that cannot be performed in the general study
landscape. For instance the Fine Arts and Design students will require
access to a workshop, and the faculty will also need gallery spaces to
display the students’ work. On the other hand the Health and Caring
Professions faculty will need more private spaces for practicals.
Since the spatial requirements of one faculty can greatly differ from
another it is infeasible to try use one uniform design for each faculty
library.
The designs of these fixed spaces within each faculty library are developed by the Architect in conversation with the respective staff members
of that faculty.

After the required spaces are formulated, the project engineer will work
with the architect to find the most suitable structural strategy for each
individual faculty design, that will also accommodate the reconfigurable suspended bookshelves and walkways.
Below are 4 volumetric examples of permanent faculty spaces. In this
example some follow a more conventional building form such as the
Health and Caring Professions faculty, where privacy is an important
matter. Contrary to this the Technological Applications focus on
utilising the required suspension structure for the conventional spaces
as well, creating a central suspended volume housing the computer
clusters. The Fine Arts and Design building features a gallery towards
the north to display the work produced at the faculty. The staff of the
Business and Economics faculty wants to focus on using the study
landscape, and will only use the library as a library, but the ground
floor is a completely open space suited to host public lectures.

Fine Arts and Design

The external envelope
40.8 x 20.4 m

Health and Caring
Professions

Northern facing gallery
spaces for diffuse light

The external envelope
22.8 x 22.8 m

Staff offices

6 floors

8 floors

Fire cores

Fire core

Workshop

Meeting rooms

Spaces for practicals and
seminars

2.1
Business and Economics

2.2

Technological Applications

The external envelope
15.6 x 15.6 m

The external envelope
30 x 30 m

Computer clusters

10 floor, starting one floor
above ground level
7 floors

Fire cores

Fire cores

Open space on ground level

3.1
Secondary client

Shell fit-out relationship

For the design of the different faculty libraries the staff of those faculties are treated as the clients. Together with the Architect as leader of
the design team they develop the design of the external envelope of
the library, and what permanent spaces it should contain.

Because of this requirement for the designed permanent structure
the construction has similarities to that of a shell construction, even
though the end product is a turnkey-development.
First of all the overall campus envelope, developed with the primary
client, and the permanent shell of the faculty libraries, developed with
the secondary client, are realised first.
In conventional situations the term “Fit out” is used to describe the
process where the base construction is completed by the developer and
the final fit out by the occupant. The building shell is the structural
envelope as the first stage of a building process, after which the eventual occupation is realised by the user.
Within this there are several possibilities that are loosely defined:
- The builder can only deliver a shell, in which the conventional spaces
(lifts, toilets) and external works (parking places) are realised.
- If floors, ceilings, electricity and drainage are also put in place it
counts as an A fit-out.
- The realisation of spaces such as offices and meeting rooms count as
a B fit-out
- The final variation is the turnkey development, in which the spaces
are immediately ready for use.

The staff of each faculty determines the spaces that are most essential
to them.

Concept design
After the requirements have been established together with the faculty
staff, the architect will design the permanent parts of the library.
Important considerations for the design are that it should be able to
facilitate the bookshelf configurations that are generated.
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1

3.2
In this project the shell is however only a phase of the entire building
process. After the volumes of the shell have been defined the client
specifies their preferred parameters for the generation of the interior
structure. These parameters are then taken by an algorithm to generate
the design of the remaining interior.
In the end the development team, in close cooperation with the client,
will deliver a building following a Turnkey development: it is ready to
use, be it in a somewhat unconventional manner.
At any given moment the client can pass on new preferred parameters to the software developed by the architect and software engineer,
which forms a part of the delivery, after which the internal structure is
disassembled and the building is returned to the shell structure. Then
the internals are reassembled according to the reformatted configuration.

2.1
Permanent structure

Assembled bookshelves
and walkways

Computed bookshelf
configuration
Critical sections

[[7, ‘β’],
[8, ‘η’],
[2781, ‘σ’],
[1577, ‘ρ’],
[1688, ‘λ’],
[2, ‘π’],
[111, ‘ψ’],
[720, ‘μ’],
[389, ‘ω’],
[98, ‘α’],
[98, ‘δ’]]

2.2
Permanent structure

4

Assembled bookshelves
and walkways

Computed bookshelf
configuration
Critical sections

[[7, ‘β’],
[8, ‘η’],
[2781, ‘σ’],
[1577, ‘ρ’],
[1688, ‘λ’],
[2, ‘π’],
[111, ‘ψ’],
[720, ‘μ’],
[389, ‘ω’],
[98, ‘α’],
[98, ‘δ’]]

4

Division of roles

Building contract

After the realised design of a faculty library the algorithm that was
developed by the software engineer together with the architect will be
used to generate the shelves and walkways within the permanent shell
of the building.

Contract choice: Construction Management Contract

Because in my design process, software engineer and architect are
embodied in one person, the position of a software engineer within a
design team is unclear. But if in the future software engineers start to
be involved in the architectural design process, and have significant
influence on the building design through the development of their
program, it will be important to start defining their place within the
team, and formulate their responsibilities.

For various reasons a Construction Management Contract is the obvious choice for the building contract of this project. First of all because
the university board of a technical university is likely to have amongst
them one or more people proficient in building management. In that
way the participation of the client can be optimal and the responsibilities, provided that they are clearly described and defined, shared.
Secondly this project requires optimal cooperation between the client
and the architect, from which an integrate process of design and
construction can ensue.
In this way the client together with the architect will keep control
over the execution of the project, which makes it easy to involve
members of staff from the different faculties in the realisation of their
libraries. And finally the participation of the client is indispensable
because each library changes it’s configuration at the end of each
semester, a process for which the client is responsible.

2
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3.1

Permanent structure

Assembled bookshelves
and walkways

Computed bookshelf
configuration
Critical sections

[[9, ‘β’],
[10, ‘η’],
[2656, ‘σ’],
[1804, ‘ρ’],
[1828, ‘λ’],
[3, ‘π’],
[186, ‘ψ’],
[560, ‘μ’],
[326, ‘ω’],
[301, ‘α’],
[301, ‘δ’]]

3.2

Permanent structure

4

Assembled bookshelves
and walkways

Computed bookshelf
configuration
Critical sections

[[6, ‘β’],
[7, ‘η’],
[4046, ‘σ’],
[2284, ‘ρ’],
[3369, ‘λ’],
[15, ‘π’],
[102, ‘ψ’],
[700, ‘μ’],
[1528, ‘ω’],
[324, ‘α’],
[324, ‘δ’]]

Procurement & contracts
In Europe a PPP option (Public Private Partnership) enables governmental and semi-governmental bodies to tender large projects by
means of one single procedure.
Whilst past projects often struggled with severe delays and the exceeding of the budget, this procurement still seems like the best option for
this project. These problems were often due to insufficient analysis or
and unsuitable approach. It seems problems to prevent these problems
by extensive preparation. The counterpart of this is that most projects
meet high standards for service and maintenance. Additionally with
PPP comes the possibility for considerable subsidisation from the EU.
Because of the innovative design methodology of this project, it is
not only interesting to Greece, but also for other EU-countries. This
increases the chances of a successful application for subsidisation from
the EU. It does have to be mentioned that in 2018 Greece did not
have a institutional framing in place to facilitate the successful administration for PPP-projects.

execution of the algorithm, other than providing the specified user
input parameters.
The contract should also include that each semester costs will be made
for the reconfiguration of the libraries, to suit the requirements of that
moment. These costs are inherent to the flexible character of the design
of each individual library.

As mentioned before the legal client is the board of the UNIWA.
Contracts are made with them. In the contracts it will be included
that each faculty is warranted to define the permanent shell of the
library, and also that board and faculty staff will not interfere with the
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Delivered campus
overview
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At the start of each semester the gravity
of the different faculties is reset to 1, resulting in an equally divided vector field
dictating the panel orientations within
the study landscape.

Different user profiles
Sappho
Sappho is a girl from Tripoli that started her first year at the engineering faculty of UNIWA.

5
Phaon

Phaon is now in his third year of his engineering bachelor.

6
Sami

After a long journey as a war refugee from Syria, Sami arrived at
the port of Piraeus. In Syria he completed a masters in electrical
engineering at Damascus University. Now Sami has a work and
learn position at the engineering faculty of UNIWA.

7

Building delivery and ownership
After construction the faculties will have the control over the library
buildings, whilst students and refugees will be the primary users. Each
semester the faculty will decide what parameters are provided as input
for the program defining the reconfiguration of the library. These
choices can be made autonomously by the faculty staff, but it would
be more in line with the design concept of the project to leave this
decision to the students, through the means of a social media platform.
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Sappho

Sappho is visiting the Engineering library to take a book out that was
specified as introductory reading for a subject starting later that week.
As a first year student Sappho is not familiar with the twitter system of
the campus yet.

Since Sappho doesn’t use the tweet system,
the gravity of the faculty library is below
average
Engineering library

Sappho’s location

Sappho
@EngineeringUniwa
“Structural Engineer’s Pocket Book,
Fiona Cobb”

I think it’s supposed
to be this way...

Since the gravity level of the library is low, the panels are oriented almost perpendicular to the direction of the library.
Because of this the library is not visible from across the study landscape. This makes it harder to orientate, since the view is
obstructed.

After asking reception on how to find her book, she found out about the twitter system. She
sends a tweet following the given format to request the book and initiate the responsive facade
interface in order to guide her to her book.
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Sorry but for some
reason my request
doesn’t seem to be
working?

Sappho
@EngineeringUniwa
@Selene “Structural
Engineer’s Pocket
Book, Fiona Cobb”

Is this the first
time you’re using
the library?

Yes it is.
Uhm, ok.

Then try resending the tweet but
now mention my
user-name in it.

Since Sappho has not used the library before, there is no data on her reading habits. Because of this the system
does not know what to recommend her, and what she has read or not. Because of this the switch glass of the
facade does not respond to her request.

Now that she has mentioned Selene in her request the switch glass responds to her location by turning the
switch glass panels that correspond to the locations of the recommendations of Selene’s account transparent.

8
Future of the building
Because of the flexible character of the buildings the new stage 7 of
the RIBA Plan of Work, “In Use”, is of great importance for this
project. The architect, and in this case also the software engineer, will
inevitably stay involved in the project for several years in order to
guarantee the successful operation and use of the libraries.
Because of this the services of the architect extend till after the delivery.
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In the contract it is included that for the first two year after the delivery of the project, the architect will take charge of the rearrangements
of the library. Much like a software development contract, where the
engineer provides support to the client during the initial user stages,
the architect will also ensure that new students are introduced to the
way in which the university operates, such as the process of retrieving
a book from the library.
After these initial stages these responsibilities will be handed over to
the staff members of the faculty. To ensure an optimal usage of the
library buildings it is important that the staff participates in this and
adequately carrys out these tasks.

5
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Phaon

Phaon knows that he wants to study at the campus tomorrow. He is
familiar with the twitter system of the campus and decides to send a
tweet to mention that he’ll work at the university tomorrow, including
the hash-tag “EngineeringUNIWA”.

Due to Phaon’s tweet the day before, the vector-field gravitates more heavily towards the
engineering library.
Engineering library

Phaon’s location

Phaon
@EngineeringUniwa
“Invention by design, Henry Petroski”

Knowing that he’ll be studying at the university campus tomorrow
Phaon sends a tweet to request a book, but also with the goal to increase the work spaces orientated towards the Engineering faculty

When visiting the university the next day it is easy to navigate towards the Engineering library, given that the gravity of the Engineering faculty is
relatively high, resulting in the wall panels being orientated towards the library. .
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Phaon goes through the library to find his book, being guided by the switch glass panels in the external facade.

Having retrieved his book from the library Phaon sits down at a workspace around the faculty to study.

8
Tertiary client
After the decisions by the board of directors, and faculty staff have
been made, the design primarily concerns itself with it’s users, and adjusts itself to their behaviour. Because of this the students can in a way
be regarded as clients as well, since they fundamentally influence the
day to day design of the study landscape, but collectively also decide
the internal form of the library after each new semester.

6
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Sami
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Even though Sami completed his masters in electrical engineering, he
is not familiar with the Greek Jargon and local practices. He wants
to see if there is any substantial difference between how his subject
is taught and practiced here compared to Damascus. Sami used the
twitter system before but today he is going to the library to browse a
bit without sending a tweet.

Since Sami does use the twitter interface, the
gravity of the engineering library is average.
Engineering library

Sami’s location

The regular gravity of the faculty results in the surrounding panels being orientated away from the library, but not quite at a
perpendicular angle.

Sami spends his time browsing the books at the library, but finds it hard to know where
to start.
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Sami
@EngineeringUniwa
@Helen

After meeting his colleague Helen, she suggests that he sends an empty request for with a mention of her username, so that the
facade system will highlight the books that she has read.

Sami now knows areas of books have been read by Helen, giving him a starting point
for his studies.

8
Integration of refugees
The board of the UNIWA wants refugees to integrate as much as
possible, and because of that value their user experience of the library
and the faculty around it. As mentioned in 1.2 many refugees have
access to a smart-phone, necessary for the us of the library. Not only is
it necessary, but the concept where one relies on the shared knowledge
of others to arrive at their desired destination is closely related to the
way in which refugees utilise social media to find their way through
their migration process.
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7

At the end of each semester
the disassembly of the library
components is performed by
seasonally employed dock
workers.

At disassembly the components are either stored on site
or brought to storage, depending on whether they are
required for the assembly of the new configuration or not.

The components that are not required for the
reconfiguration are brought to storage. The wall
panels are orientated away to provide vehicle
access.

Variation of reconfiguration scenarios
Fine Art and Design

Technological applications

Business and Economics

After finishing the first semester using the new campus, the faculty
has now collected reader statistics of the books in the library. For
the new configuration of the library the faculty chooses to sort the
books on their reader overlap and lower the folding threshold.

Now that the TEI Athens and TEI Piraeus have started to occupy one
campus, they have found that the Engineering faculty and the Technological applications faculty share a lot of overlap. It is opted that
they will merge into one joint faculty, where the old library building
of the Technological applications faculty will be given a new purpose.

During the design of the Business and Economics faculty they didn’t
include separate spaces within the library, but it turns out that the
staff would like to have access to private offices. The faculty decides
to put in place offices suspended from the superstructure before
generating the new library configuration.

10

11

9
Employment of dock workers
At the end of each semester, once the parameters for the new
configuration have been processed, the dockworkers employed
by the university will disassemble the library walkways, and
then reassemble them according to the output generated by
the software program.
The first two years this process is overseen by the architect
together with a representative of the primary client. After this
transition period the primary takes over the full responsibility
of this process. As a form of seasonal employment the dockworkers restructure the libraries at the end of each semester.
Because experience is of great importance, it is recommended
that the UNIWA offers a permanent contract to a group of
dockworkers for two to thee weeks a year, including social
security and retirement benefits. This will create an experienced team, that can develop a routine in the restructuring of
the libraries, reducing the time required for the restructuring,
which on the long term will be more cost efficient.

Health and safety / risk assessment in construction
Throughout the entire project construction will involve
the handling of moving elements, such as suspended walls
and walkways. Both during assembly and disassembly the
construction will be supervised to ensure that all European
legislative construction regulations are followed.
During the construction at high altitudes helmets are worn,
and if cranes are used these will only be operated by workers
that have gone through the required training.
It is only allowed to walk on the suspended walkways once
these have been optimally stabilised, and it has been checked
that the maximum movement does not exceed 10 cm.
The majority of components used in the construction are
more than 25kg, which means that they will need to be moved
with the required transport equipment.

8
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Fine Art and Design library reconfiguration
For the first library configuration the books were sorted on name,
and the folding criteria was set to 1/2, leading to rather regular, and
predominantly relatively straight walkways.

books, grouping books that have a large reader overlap together. Since
the walkways are folded depending on this relation, theoretically this
results in concave walkways where the books are related, and convex if
they are not.

Now that the library has been used, and the faculty has access to which
books get read by the same readers, it can start sorting on relations of

Original

Reconfigured

s(Name)
f(1/2)
h(8)
env(Art)

s(Relation)
f(1/4)
h(8)
env(Art)

Required modules for assembly
Original
[[5, ‘β’],
[6, ‘η’],
[1855, ‘σ’],
[1058, ‘ρ’],
[1368, ‘λ’],
[1, ‘π’],
[86, ‘ψ’],
[612, ‘μ’],
[720, ‘ω’],
[256, ‘α’],
[256, ‘δ’]]

Reconfigured
PC: 2427
PX: 4293
BBX: 4293
BB11: 3127
BEX: 4293
BE11: 2507
SC: 1060
S: 13799
EB: 8878
EC: 2441
CE: 2437
ET: 2437
EU: 172
TU: 86
EE: 8258

TI: 3710
RV: 4296
RL: 10563
RS: 1059
CB: 2441
TF: 720
CW: 256
BW: 512
BF: 2880
JW: 868
JE: 255
JC: 720
F: 1232
W: 612
X: 139080

After a library configuration is generated by the program, it outputs
how many times each critical section, described in section 2 on page
20, occurs. Based on this it is then calculated how many pieces of
each module are required to construct this configuration, based on the
formulas given on page 21.

Responsibilities
The architect is involved in the development process throughout RIBA work stage 0 to stage 7. Because of the many
different applied technologies such as IPS, suspended modular
walkways, switch glass, and above all the automated design of
internal configurations, it is necessary that both the architect
and the construction representative of the board is involved in
the construction throughout all of the work stages. They will
have to understand the engineers, software and hardware strategy and structural strategies, and discuss with consultants and
engineers in order to reach an optimal solution.
It is problematic that software engineers or computer scientists
are not mentioned in the RIBA Plan of Work 2013.
Especially since the role of the software engineer in this project
is not at the level of a consultant or engineer, but someone
making a fundamental contribution to the design in such a
way, that it is not immediately obvious to a third party. His
position, role and responsibility within the team will have to be
clearly formulated.
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[[5, ‘β’],
[6, ‘η’],
[1320, ‘σ’],
[1534, ‘ρ’],
[1427, ‘λ’],
[12, ‘π’],
[97, ‘ψ’],
[612, ‘μ’],
[1034, ‘ω’],
[268, ‘α’],
[268, ‘δ’]]

Difference
PC: 2973
PX: 4304
BBX: 4304
BB11: 3257
BEX: 4304
BE11: 3471
SC: 1558
S: 12592
EB: 8472
EC: 3020
CE: 2972
ET: 2972
EU: 194
TU: 97
EE: 8686

TI: 2640
RV: 4340
RL: 9810
RS: 1546
CB: 3020
TF: 1034
CW: 268
BW: 536
BF: 4136
JW: 880
JE: 267
JC: 1034
F: 1570
W: 612
X: 139234

PC: 546
PX: 11
BBX: 11
BB11: 130
BEX: 11
BE11: 964
SC: 498
S: -1207
EB: -406
EC: 579
CE: 535
ET: 535
EU: 22
TU: 11
EE: 428

TI: -1070
RV: 44
RL: -753
RS: 487
CB: 579
TF: 314
CW: 12
BW: 24
BF: 1256
JW: 12
JE: 12
JC: 314
F: 338
W: 0
X: 154

This data is saved so that when the next configuration is generated, the
difference in quantity of each module can be calculated. This then informs which modules will have to be retrieved from storage, how many
will stay on site to be used for the assembly of the new configuration,
and how many will have to be stored away.

There are various possibilities for the role and position of the
software engineer:
- He could be a member of the architectural design team. In
that case the responsibility and liability lie with the team.
- Alternatively he could be hired as an independent consultant,
with the specific task of developing a certain algorithm with a
clearly defined goal and outcome. In that case the liabilities will
largely follow that of a software engineer employed for a regular
project. Software engineers are legally liable for defects arising
in their products and may be held accountable for failing to
follow recommended practice. A developer owes the customer
duty of care. This includes thorough testing of the software,
having the source code externally audited and notifying the
customers of defects and fixing these identified issues. If all
standards are met and no malpractice, negligence, or incompetence can be proved, the engineer is no longer responsible for
any loss or damage of the customer.
I would say that because of the design focus of the project and

9

the software the first option would be the preferred one, since
it is almost inevitable that the primary concept of the role of
the program in the design will change and develop throughout the design process. These changes will most certainly be
informed by previous iterations of developed programs. This
development would not be possible if the software engineer is
hired for one very specific task.

4
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4
Sutainability and longevity
If a faculty library would become redundant for one reason or
another the flexible nature of this project increases the chances
of successfully re purposing the building. With the re-involvement of the architect the internal volumes could be replaced by
different ones, in order to suit the new occupants, after which
the algorithm generating the bookshelf will form itself around
the redefined modules.
This makes the building versatile and adaptable to the requirements of its users.
In the future this could prevent the deconstruction of the
building due to its dynamic characteristics and possibilities,
enabling the new users to define the building according to their
requirements.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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Changing of the envelopes by the clients

Liability
It is of great importance that it is ruled out that the client,
their representative or the users interfere in any way with the
algorithm or static volume definitions, that are at the base of
this project, without consulting both the software engineer
and architect. This could lead to irresponsible unforeseen construction problems, and will exempts the architect, software
engineer and contractor from any responsibility.
After the delivery of a project the architect can still be held
accountable for defects. That does not include defects that
should have been noticed by the client at the time of delivery.
If a contractor for instance deviated from the construction
drawings, it is the contractors responsibility, and he will be
held accountable. In the same way it is the contractor or
user that is responsible if they deviate from the fundamental
requirements of the algorithm
The algorithm stimulates flexibility within the building, and
the shell construction is engineered to accommodate the
permutations of the program. This is done by computing the
extremes that can occur within the algorithms boundaries,
with the given static internal volumes.
If the user then decides to reconfigure the internal volumes,
without consulting the architect first, this could lead to unanticipated permutations, and thus in the worst case could result
in the collapse of the primary structure.
Because of this it is essential that throughout a design process
based on algorithms the boundaries of the algorithm are
explicitly defined. This for the sake of the architectural design
process, so that undesired behaviour is avoided, but also so
that these boundaries can be discussed with the client. In that
way the architect will not be liable for any defects cause by the
exceeding of these boundaries by other parties.
Even though usually architects and contractors are liable for
hidden defects, in this case any defect that can be shown to
have been caused by intervening with the algorithm has to be
excluded.
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APPENDIX
Technical drawings, GA’s
Red lines indicate the moving components of the open study landscape.
Blue lines are the dynamic parts within
the library.
Black lines are static.
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Ground floor plan - Library
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1st Floor plan - Library
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2nd Floor plan - Library
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3rd Floor plan - Library
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